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Lifestyle and grooming forms an important part of daily life of each and every individual today. The
hospitality and service industry has realized the need to provide all the equipments and gadgets
necessary to make their customers comfortable. As such, providing hair dryer as an accessory in
every bathroom is the norm of the day. When these commercial establishments choose to install
wall mount hair dryer, they shop with us.

Our wall mount hair dryers are not only useful in the hotels, spas and saloons but are found to be
used extensively at airports, trains and at other commercial places too. Wherever there is a constant
use of hair dryer, it makes sense to install wall mount hair dryers that are safe, sturdy and long
lasting.

One model of wall mount hair dryer does not fit all. We have a selection of hair dryers with different
styles and features that are suitable for different users including the model suitable for wet
bathrooms too. With variety of options such as multiple speed and heat settings, LCD panel display,
automatic sensor enabled operating functions and even fitment of mirror, our wall mounted dryers
provide you good value for money. Check out our website for many more features including coin,
token or push button operated wall mount hair dryers apt for commercial purposes. What more you
get to choose attractive colors and finish of the wall mount hair dryer to go with your interior decor of
the place and blend with the rest of the scheme.

We understand that the hair dryers are used on daily basis. Hence our wall mount hair dryers are
designed with heat resistant and rugged body and equipped with safety features. They are energy
efficient and built to give you long lasting continuous performance of up to 1200 hours.

Wall mount hair dryers are vandal proof and give you very good value for your money. We are
happy to give priority to your orders and ensure your shipment reaches you in time. Our wall mount
hair dryers give your customers superior performance and thus give you good return on money.
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Charles Morris - About Author:
Handdryer.co.uk is UK based a hand dryers supplier offering a wall mount hair dryer, mounted hair
dryer, commercial hair dryers and more.
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